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1 Referee 1

1.1 Scientific / Content

1. p2, line 11 - There is at least one work out there that shows the lack of spectral
gap explicitly in climate dynamics. Readers may appreciate a reference to this
fact. The work of J. M. Mitchell (1976), although it is not new, offers a discussion
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of this.

Thank you for pointing out this reference.

It has been added to the text (p.2 line 12).

2. p2, line 33 - Is there a good reference for scattering theory that be offered here?

We have added a reference to an introductory account of scattering theory and
Feynman diagrams (p.2 line 34).

3. p2, line 34 - This is the famous Feynman diagram from particle physics, correct?
If so, no change is necessary. I just wanted to confirm.

Yes, that is correct.

4. p3, line 8 - What are the characteristics of Axiom A dynamical system that make
the theory of Dyson series appropriate? (I assume it is the chaotic nature of
Axiom A systems, but maybe a sentence here would be helpful)

The existence of linear and higher order response has been rigorously proven for
Axiom A by Ruelle. This allows us to make use of the perturbational approach.

A remark on this has been added to the text (p.3 line 8).

5. p3, line 9 - Can you clarify what is meant by a physical measure? My immediate
intuition leads me to think this means either a delta-function measure or a finitely
integrable measure. I assume the author means the latter, as a delta-function
measure does not generally apply to stochastic systems.

A clarification of the term physical measure has been added to the text (p.3 line
11).

6. p8, line 10 - Does f τ have a particular signifcance? Or is it just a place holder
function? It appears to be a time-evolution operator to me. If so, then what is the
variable ’s’ on the following line? This may require some clarification.
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The variable ’s’ was a typo, this should have been τ . The time-evolution operator
has been remove to unify the notation with the rest of the text.

7. p11, line 3 - Can the authors comment on the solvability condition? i.e. Is the
condition that the mean of the system drift is equal to zero?

Yes, this is correct.

A comment has been added to the text (p.11 line 8)

8. p12, line 20 - For formal equivalence, you are comparing the coefficients of the
homogenized model and Markovian weak coupling model, correct? I’m not sure
that "formal equivalence" between the full and reduced equations is the most
clear way to explain this. Would it be more appropriate to describe the equiva-
lence as "statistical" or "weak" (as opposed to "strong").

The weak coupling method does not give sufficient constraints to fully determine
the coefficients of the Markovian model. However, from additional numerical ex-
periments, the results presented in the article appear to be stable under a change
of the coefficient C1. An initial calculation based on the Mori-Zwanzig method
suggests the same, although this is a matter for further research.

The text has been changed to reflect this (p.13 line 6).

9. I would be interested in any comments the authors can make about the asymp-
totic nature of the weak behaviour of the reduced systems compared to the full
systems in terms of the long time behaviour. (i.e. For Figure 3, what happens as
theta goes to infinity? Does the superiority of the weak coupling model continue
to hold?) The comments made through the additive examples suggest that for
epsilon small enough the weak coupling model converges to the homogenization
model but the lines in Figure 3 give me the impression that for large epsilon, the
weak coupling model may do better initially, but the homogenization may give a
better long time approximation in terms of distribution width.
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A test for the rapidly oscillating triad for much longer integration times (35 time
units) shows no significant difference between the two methods beyond 2 time
units. It is interesting though that even though the ensemble spread beyond this
point is similar for the homogenization method and the weak coupling method,
there is still an improvement in exit time distribution up to 30 time units.

A remark has been added to the text (p.13 line 11).

10. I have a concern about the scaling of the fast-slow system (1) compared to sys-
tem (3). The powers of epsilon are not equivalent between the two systems and
I suspect that this has implications for the scalings in systems (2) and (5) which
are equivalent in epsilon. Should the reader be concerned about the difference
in scalings?

The system (3) is in fact of the form (1), by a scaling of time.

A remark on this has been added to the text (p.4 line 10).

11. For completeness, I recommend that the authors include the ensemble sizes
used to generate the curves in the figures.

This has been added in the figure captions.

12. Regarding Tables 1-4, a mean and standard deviation are probably sufficient to
demonstrate the superiority of the weak coupling method for the systems consid-
ered, but I think it would be interesting to see the distribution of exit times in terms
of a PDF. If this is easily done, I would be curious to see it.

A plot of the cumulative histogram of exit times has been inserted in section 4
(top of p. 14).
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1.2 Technical

1. Graphs were challenging to read on paper because the axis labels and lines
were small and/or thin. If the authors could make the plots more readable, I’m
sure readers would appreciate it.

Plots with thicker lines and larger fonts have been substituted.

2. Equations are not consistently labeled. (i.e. 20 / (20) / Eq. 20). I also notice that
the authors sometime make reference to the full triad systems without equation
refs, where as the reduced systems often have equation refs. For increased read-
ability, I think it would be good to include equation references to the full systems
where possible.

The references to equations has been unified. We have also added references
to the equations in question in many place throughout the text.

3. p6, line 20 - Should R(\tau) be R(\tau,z)? There are a few other instances where
the memory function, R, is specified with either one or two arguments. It would
be good to keep this consistent.

These should all be corrected now.

4. p15, line 5 - The variables sigma_{1}, sigma_{2} have already been used on page
4 as scaling coefficients for the noise terms. I think a different variable would help
the clarity here.

The variable σ has been changed to η.

5. p5, line 6 - Regarding the previous point, I also think it would be appropriate to
change the variable sigma(\tau) to something else.

The variable σ has been changed to η.
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2 Referee 2

1. p. 1, title: Shouldn’t this be “parameterization” (“e” after “t”)?

Both ways of spelling are valid according to various dictionaries and are used in
the scientific literature.

2. p. 2, l. 7: . . .of corresponding to. . . –> remove ‘of’

This has been removed.

3. p. 2, ll. 21-23: there is nothing wrong with empirical parameterizations either!

We don’t claim anything to be ’wrong’ with empirical parametrization.

4. p.3, ll. 24-25: remove extra parentheses

This has been removed.

5. p. 15, l. 23: I think this comparison should at least be summarized in a sentence
or two, then the reader should be referred to Majda’s reference for further details

Additional details on the results have been added to the text (p.16 line 11).

6. p. 16, l. 4: ‘two reductions’ –> two reduction methods

Corrected.

7. p. 16, btw ll. 17 and 18: Any words on work in progress/future work? Can this
be applied to a system of intermediate complexity, with many simultaneous triad
interactions?

This is indeed work in progress, which will be reported on when ready.

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
http://www.nonlin-processes-geophys-discuss.net/npg-2016-37/npg-2016-37-AC1-
supplement.pdf
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